EPILOGUE
A restless fitfully windy night in June 1456, full of summer
lightning after many days of heat. King diaries the Seventh
of France^ formerly Joan's Dauphin, now Charles the Vic-
torious, aged 51, is in bed in one of Ms royal chateaux, The
bed, raised on a dais of two steps9 is towards the side of the
mom so as to avoid blocking a tall	window in the
middle.   Its	bears the royal         in embroidery.
Except for the canopy and the down pillows there is
nothing to distinguish it from a broad settee with bed-clothes
and a valance. Thus its occupant is in full view from the foot.
Charles is not	: he is reading in bed, or rather
looking at the pictures in Fouquefs Boccaccio with his knees
doubled up to make a reading desk. Beside the bed on his
left is a tittle table with a picture of the Virgin* lighted by
candles of painted wax. The walls are hung from ceiling to
floor with painted	which stir at times in the draughts.
At first glance the prevailing yellow and red in these hanging
pictures w somewhat fiamelike when the folds breathe in the
wind.
The door is on Charles9s left, but in front of Mm dose to
the corner farthest from him, A large watchman's rattle,
handsomely designed and gaily painted, is in the bed under
Ms hand.
Charles turns a leaf. A distant dock strikes the half-how
softly. Charles shuts the book with a clap ; throws it aside;
snatches up the rattle ; and whirls it energetically^ making a
deafening clatter, Ladvenu enters, 25 years older* strange
and stark in bearing, and still carrying the cross from Rouen,
Charles evidently does not expect him ; for he springs out of
bed on the farther side from the door.
charles. Who are you ? Where is my gentleman of the
bedchamber ? What do you want ?

